My Mother is A Cage Fighter: College Admission Essay
Sample
As a Peruvian native, my mother had to overcome many obstacles, yet, with her unique selfless
character, fierce dedication, and immovable fortitude, she has raised me as a pinnacle example
of maternal love. My mother is a cage fighter. The world champion. Cage fighting, the most
notorious type of professional mixed martial arts, features warriors battling intense matches,
earning the winner victory and world-wide respect. Battles have been won and lost, but never
once has my mother thrown in the towel.
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In spite of all the success my mother has attained in the world of cage fighting, she has
selflessly sacrificed part of her career for her true passion: raising her children. Despite the
many hardships, she continues to rear her children with love. Whether it is work, divorce, or the
rising cost of living, her children remain her number one priority.
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My mother’s example of determination and love continues to inspire and drive me to become a
better person. The untold sacrifices she has made since coming to America, desperately
searching for a new and better life, have humbled me to become selfless and mature. I owe my
strong moral character and resilience to her. It is her expectation and mine to raise my family’s
standard of living through my achievements in college. This is a responsibility I whole-heartedly
accept; and, I am dedicated to accomplishing this vital task and role.
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Growing up apart from my divorced father, a Vietnam veteran, who I also greatly admire, I have
had to assume his role in my family. Acting as a father to my brothers and supporter to my
mother has prepared me tremendously. The maturity I’ve gained from being a role model,
provider, and father figure to my family has sculpted me as an individual. In times of need, I
have been my mother‘s refuge and supported her throughout the many trials. By providing
guidance and wisdom to my two younger brothers, I have served my purpose as a leader in my
family.
Having two brothers can be difficult. There are times where it is unbearable. Yet out of duty and
caring I have learned to become an example suitable for which my brothers to follow. With the
absence of a father figure in our family, I was automatically looked up to. The constant
reminding of each action I take will impact the lives of both my brothers has affected me greatly.
Their love has influenced and challenged me, making me a better person. I have learned to
become a father sharing the challenge of raising young boys.
What lies ahead in my life will result from the direct influence and impact my family has made on
me. I am setting high goals to achieve my aspirations. Through hard work and dedication, I
intend to graduate from a university with a Doctorate. I realize my dreams and goals are high,
especially with the extreme challenges of becoming a physician. But I am ready and excited for
the challenges that lie ahead of me.
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